on doodling

Any self-respecting handbook on a revolution should include a call
to arms: a sense of how to bring this revolutionary energy out into
the world, a rallying cry that leaves rebels breathless with both
inspiration and a concrete plan for revolutionary action. However, in
a pointless revolution, that seems a bit too pointed for my liking.

When I began to study myth and archetype, I found myself on
a rather remarkable journey though a swirl of ideas and images
that have enriched and empowered my life in ways that I never
anticipated. The world of myth and meaning that I have played
in throughout my graduate work seems huge to me, sometimes
so enormous and multi-layered that its infinity begins to silence
me. In response, I find myself reaching towards the minute to
symbolize the immense; somehow reaching towards the faith
that the unimportant both informs and is informed by the
extraordinary.
So I have thought about the doodle. Humble, pointless, and only
art in the most broad of senses, the doodle wastes precious space
upon a page that could have otherwise been utilized for far more
productive pursuits—the writing of great prose, the summation of
financial organization, or, as has often happened in my case, the
taking of notes in a graduate course.
I doodled throughout my pursuit of a doctorate. Littered through notebooks and files of notes are pages of similar
scrawls, from every quarter and most days in the classroom. What I have realized, however, is that in addition to a
reflecting my predilection towards a hermetic, absurd vision of soul, and the ensuing pleasure that it gives me to sum up
five years of delving into the mysteries of the human psyche and its exquisite dance with the universe in a senseless series
of swirls, the doodle represents a summation of a more literal kind. In a quiet way, these drawings represent years of
listening and reflecting, and provide an additional testament to the process of learning, standing in mute evidence of the
hours spent in mythical time.
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The process of creating these drawings represents a certain disconnect with consciousness, wherein I draw to access another
way of thinking. They become a ritualistic form of meditation: a way of focusing and unfocusing my mind simultaneously.
Shapes burble up from my unconscious to my pen, many of them abstracted and some of them more literal reflections
of the ideas and symbols that swirl around me. The experience of thinking becomes deliteralized, and opens a way into
imagining mythically.
Somehow, in both the drawing and the gazing at them, these doodles become a roadmap to soul for me—a kind of
mythic Where’s Waldo that is perhaps my version of C.G. Jung’s mandalas. They flow, without conscious structure, without
any end past the edges of the paper. They refute the supposition of the superiority of utility, and instead begin to
celebrate the soul’s enchantment with pointlessness. When gazed upon through this lens, doodling becomes a literalized
form of frivolity.
I do not mean to suggest an inflation of the artistic value of the drawings, for they do not pretend to aspire to fine art.
Instead, they offer a means to celebrate the sacred in the most ordinary of occupations: idly drawing with a pen arguably
better, or at least more responsibly, employed in taking notes. It is exactly this lack of value that grants value.
As meaning is found through nonsense, and Kant’s sense of “purposeless purpose” springs to life, so does a sense of myth
itself, as a moment of that which is simultaneously most and least true. As a silly little doodle begins to pulse with
meaning, myth begins to dance with meaning, and a true ensoulment of the world seems not only possible, but also
self-evident.
So, go forth, oh revolutionary, and doodle!
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